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Lack of rain
could cause
higher prices

Main St.
bar to be
renovated
by Catherine Hoehn
assistant managing editor

by Judl Kopp
editor
College students may have more to fight than mom and dad when
paying for their groceries. The pronounced lack of rain is contributuigto the food problem where it hurts the most—the pocketbook.
The problem is the lack of rain, according to Jonathan Haines,
county executive director of the U.S. Department of Agriculture
Stabilization and Conservation.
"The lack of rain has cut crop production. The crops are dying and
farmers can't have a harvest, he said. "With every crop planted,
there are thousands of dollars invested in every acre. Most of the
crops aren't sprouting and (the crops that have) sprouted are having
trouble staying alive.
"If this continues, we could have an emergency within a week to 10
days," he said.
Lary Strawman, assistant vice president/branch manager of the
Production Credit Association (PCA) of Northern Ohio, said that the
dry spell may help farmers in other ways, though.
"The grain markets are reflecting the drought and the prices of
grain are increasing every day," he said. "This may alleviate some
of the farmers' problems because the smaller crops will be worth
more in the market (when the crops are harvested).
Strawman said the price of grain has doubled and the price of food
will continue to rise.
Doug Bortz, manager of Churchills in Bowling Green, said that
food prices have already increased about 5 percent and if the dry
spell continues prices could increase another 5 to 10 percent.
"The price of beef is up about 50 to 60 cents due to the summer demand. More people like (to eat steaks and the like) during the summer, which contributes to the demand," he said.
But the lack of rain is preventing some fields from sprouting, and
that is what is worrying farmers, Haines said.
"A lot of the fields have nothing, but there are some that are
sprouting. The corn crops are down 30 percent and soybeans 20 percent," he said.
"For example, say a farmer normally has a 150 bushel yield in a
year. At this point with the lack of rain, we can expect a 120 bushel
yield now, and that's already cut 30 bushels. If we don't get a substantial rainfall within a week, that production could be cut in half so
farmers may expect only an 80 or 90 bushel yield," Haines said.
"In Bowling Green, there hasn't been a substantial rainfall since
April 3 when we got .17 inches of rain," he said. "It will take at least
D See Weather, page 4.

The Main Street Saloon closed
its doors for the last time in the
summer of 1986. But few buildings remain unused forever.
The building which previously
housed the saloon at 117 N. Main
St.. is presently being renovated
to house two retail stores or offices on the first floor. The two
top floors will hold 10 single bedroom apartment units, according to Richard Newlove, realtor
and new part owner of the building.
Newlove, along with Albert
Newlove, also a realtor, and
Douglas Cheadle, general contractor, purchased the building
last January under the name of
Whitehead Building Partnership.

BGNews/KraigPyer

Surprise...

Howie Mandel, stand-up comic and star of the hit series SL Elsewhere, made a surprise visit at Friday's Rally by the River in Toledo. Mandel was in Toledo for a concert at the Toledo Zoo when he stopped by the
Rally and joined the band the Haircuts for a song. See story on page 3 for more Rally by the River information.

Cheadle said he originally
planned to take on the project
himself, but later decided to join
ranks with the Newloves, since
he was a novice to purchasing
and renovating downtown buildings.
"They were an obvious choice.
The Newloves have management expertise that I don't have,
and I have construction knowledge that they don't have, so it
provides a good match," he
said.
The building, purchased from
Emio Petti of Fremont, cost
$117,000, according to Cheadle,
and will be appraised "way
D See Main Street, page 4.

'Rocky's' hit New guns protect officers
in car accident
by Deborah Gottschalk
reporter

by Judi Kopp
editor

A 1984 station wagon was
Bushed into the side of the old
ocky Rococo's restaurant
yesterday morning.
According to Lieutenant
Bill Fox of the Bowling Green
police department, the vehicle was struck by a 1987 Ford
Escort traveling east on East
Wooster.
The '84 Ford Country
Squire station wagon was
traveling south on North
Prospect and was struck at
the corner of East Wooster
and North Prospect Street,
driving it into the building.
The driver of the eastbound
vehicle was charged with a
red-light violation.
"I imagine the driver of
(the Escort) panicked and hit
the accelerator instead of the
brakes," Fox said.

Fox said the car was struck
in the right-rear side and that
the car went up over the curb
and into the building.

Ken Corbett, owner of Sundance and the damaged building said a steak, seafood and
chicken restaurant was
scheduled to open around the
end of June, but (the opening)
would have to be pushed
back.
"We were scheduled to
open about the 27th or 28th of
June, but now that will be
pushed back," he said. "The
entire side of the building was
destroyed and all of the
windows have to come out
and be replaced."
Corbett said an actual
monetary damage hadn't
been arrived at yet, but that
an estimated $30,000 to $40,000
was done.
Corbett said the station wagon was a county-owned
station wagon.

The Bowling Green Police department switched to the
weapon of the future at the first
part of the year in order to better protect officers and the
community against criminals,
Chief of Police Galen Ash said.
Because of a largely economic
decision, the police department
converted from six shot revolvers to nine-millimeter semiautomatic rifles, Ash said.
"The weapons we had were 20
to 25 years old and required intensive maintenance. We had
the opportunity to buy weapons
which purchased outright would
have cost $13,000," but with a
court order the department
traded old service weapons and
other weapons that have been
confiscated over the years and
paid only $1,000 in tax dollars.
The police department "could
not afford not to (upgrade the
weapons)...it was a good deal
for the city and the taxpayers.
The city now has state of the art
weapons at a low cost," Ash
Semiautomatic weapons
"shoot more times without re-

"The city now has state of the art
weapons at a low cost."

-Galen Ash, Bowling Green chief of police
loading," Ash said. The officers
trained one-on-one with fire arm
instructors with the new
weapons and their holsters.
According to Ash, 25 percent
of offficers killed annually in the
line of duty are shot with their
own weapon. For this reason the
force purchased special holsters
that have to be unsnapped and
twisted a certain wav in order to
release the gun. Tnis protects
the officers that have to walk
into crowds like a large student
population or a bar, Ash said.
Although an officer has not
been fired upon for about 20
years when there was an armed
robbery at The Corner Grill, 200
N. Main, "that doesn't mean it
can't happen tomorrow," Ash
said. "You read about it all the
time, a sleepy little town has a
major shoot out."
Bowling Green has "dozens of

cars stolen and lots of break ins"
every year and with"every felony there is the potential that an
officer will be shot or confront
someone with a weapon," Ash
said. "There is a danger any
time an officer makes a traffic
stop for a speeding violation,"
he added.
"We just want to reduce the
risk as much as possible," Ash
said. "Most agencies want a
fighting chance to be equal with
the element thev are fighting.
Criminals have the advantage of
both weapons and suprise attack. The police are not the aggressors so they are at a disadvantage from the beginning.''
According to Ash, Pemberville and Rossford Police Departments and Wood County Sheriff
use semi-automatic guns. Michigan State Police have spent
$1.5 million to convert to semi-

Donors replace plants Fire hits island,
destroys stores
by Catherine Hoehn

assistant managing editor

The University greenhouse
may be budding once again,
pending on when, and how
much, money will be allocated
by the University to replace lost
plants.
About 95 percent of the collection of plants kept at the greenhouse, located at the intersection of Leroy and Park, were
damaged or killed last January
when the greenhouse boiler
broke. A small $2-$5 piece in the
boiler, which controls the pilot
light, broke, causing over
$25,000 worth of plants to be destroyed, said Joseph Baker, University greenhouseman.
Reginald Noble, chair of the
biological sciences department,
said the University will be appropriating funds for the replacement of plants, but no
omniint has
haa v*i
amount
yet been determined.

"We are anxious to have (the project)
done in order to provide quality plants for
teaching courses."

-Reginald Noble, chair of the biology
department
Baker said major replacement of bigger tree specimens
will not take place until the
greenhouse is reglazed, a
project he estimated will cost
about $10,000.
The reglazing process will replace the glass with acrylic, to
allow better light transmission.
This will save the University
about 40 percent in heating costs
for the greenhouse, Noble said.
"We are expecting the project
to be completed by the end of
summer," Noble said. "We are
anxious to have it done in order
to provide quality plants for
teaching courses."
Although there were not many

rare specimens in the greenhouse, there were several plants
that cannot be replaced in age.
For example, some Jade plants,
which can be found in local
stores, were aged between 45-30
years old when destroyed,
Baker said.
"We have quite a few back
now, mostly through donation,"
he added.
Many organizations within the
community, such as the Wood
County Senior Center, and Ridge
Street School, have raised
money to help build up the collection. Many private citizens
See Plants, page 3.

automatic weapons, and Toledo
is now testing different types of
these guns to see which, if any
would be most suitable.
In case of an emergency the
Bowling Green Police Department also owns two uzis, semiautomatic nine millimeter folding stock carbines. A rifle by
definition, uzis were designed as
military weapons. The Police
Department has owned the guns
for 15 years.
"We traded a Thompson
machine gun, used in the Al Cae>ne days, even up for two
zis," Ash said.
The guns would only be used in
an emergency situation, possibly a barricaded hostage situation, like the crack houses in
Toledo, Ash said.
The Uzis, the same type of
compact gun the Secret Service
use to protect the President of
the United States, have never
been taken out except for use on
the firing range, Ash said.
The officers have been trained
to use the Uzis, but could only do
so in a command supervisor decision.
"I personally have not seen
them for years," Ash said, adding that it is better to have
them then to not have them and
need them.

INSIDE
a Students may want to take a
trip to Toledo to participate in
the Rally by the River; see story
page 3.

by Brian Crowe
staff reporter

Put-in-Bay, a popular weekend retreat for many University students, as well as non-students, suffered disaster over the Memorial
Day Weekend.
The island grocery store, The Beer Barrel Saloon, a department
store and 30 employee rooms were destroyed when a fire started
outside the saloon, according to Tammy Niese, manager of The Beer
Barrel Saloon.
"Propane gas exploded during a barbecue and the fire quickly
spread to the neighboring buildings," she said.
"The cook suffered third degree burns on her left arm and the 30
employees lost everything. The damage to the businesses is estimated at over $2 million," Niese said.
She said a benefit for the employees raised over $12,000 and was
used to rent houses and to replace some of the losses.
Island residents and tourists must now get their groceries from
the mainland, she said.
Niese said plans to rebuild the three businesses will start when the
rubble is cleared off the island. The saloon is planning to have a modular house sent over from the mainland and go back in business.
She said the number of tourists during Memorial Day was not affected by the fire and that other businesses seemed to do quite well.

C Buckeye Boy's State starts this
weekend; see story page 3.

Zi Los Angeles Laker fans are
the subject of Tom Reed's sports
column; see page 5.

WEATHER
Today will be partly cloudy and
cooler with highs between 70
and 75 degrees. Tonight will be
clear and cool; lows in the 40*.

Editorial

2 June 8,198*

Give good help
Many freshmen students will be arriving at the
University in the next few weeks as well is in
the months to come trying to make decisions about
where to live, what classes to take and most importantly what major to choose.
Unfortunately these students are at the mercy of
their assigned advisors. Most of these incoming
freshman nave not officially decided on a major
and even if they have, chances are they will change
it at least once before they graduate. These students are not aware of the bureaucratic red tape
that one must endure to actually receive a degree
from this University.
As incoming freshmen, most students are not
aware of what core courses or group requirements
are. So with the help of their advisors, who also assist numerous other students, they are lead blindly
into their college careers. Many of these students
take their advisor's word as gospel and go through
three years of classes only to find out during their
senior audit that they will not be graduating on
time.
"I'm sorry but you'll have to stay another year to
fulfill those requirements that you missed." "But I
took everything my advisor told me to." These are
words that are too commonly spoken between a
student and his or her advisor during a senior audit.
Advisors must keep in mind the youth and
naivete that these students possess as freshman.
They should take the time to fully advise these students. A simple "what was your name again, oh
yea, take Biology 205 and English 112" should not
be sufficient advice.

Panda overkill
billboard in front of me. Those
damn pandas again.
Even the most die-hard panda
cynics are susceptible to an occasional bout of pandemonium.
Miscellaneous
When I got up the other morning
at 5:30 to do the paper that was
due in my 8:00 class, I neglected
By
to look at what I was putting on.
Therese
To my utter dismay, I sauntered
out into the sunlight and opened
Drake
my eyes to discover that I was
wearing the floor shirt from my
freshman year. Blazing across
I'm running through a field. the front was this deceptively
It's chasing me. I turn left. I innocent looking panda. I ran
turn right. It keeps following back inside and changed. I was
me. No matter where I go, ivs late to class but I wasn't going to
wear that sweatshirt.
right behind me.
Another friend who scoffs at
There's no escape from this
dreaded terror. Like the ancho- the panda craze came to class
vies on last night's pizza, it armed with a Toledo Zoo pen. On
the cap were our favorite little
keeps coming back to haunt me.
Allot a sudden, the path ends. fur balls. Her flimsy excuse was
There is nowhere left to run. I that it was the only writing utensil she had.
turn.
Now, I don't mean to imply
There it is. Looming right in
front of me is this black and that these creatures are intrinwhite monstrosity. I shrink back sically evil or anything like that.
in fear, crouching out of its way. At the first glimpse, they are
The long arms reach out and rather cute. It's just that they
are so overexposed that they begrab me.
They pull me close and enfold come rather annoying. Watchme in a killer bear ing them being taken into the zoo
hug.(Technically, its a racoon and getting settled in was all
hug, but most people seem to right. Looking on as they do
want to classify these fuzzy everything from sleep to eat to
things in the same category as dispose of bodily wastes gets a
little old.
good old Smokey the Bear.)
Le Le and Nan Nan are a wonThe pandas are everywhere:
on TV, in the newspaper, at de- derful symbol of cooperation bepartment stores, at grocery tween China and the United
States. They are here to create
stores, even in my column!
Walking down the street, they and continue the growing good
jump out at you from the most will between the two countries.
innocent looking places. Cards By providing the opportunity for
with pandas, t-shirts with pan- thousands of people to see these
das, paintings and posters with rare creatures, China is achieving this goal. It is unfortunate,
pandas, billboards with pandas.
however, that most people are
ARGH!
It's kind of like 'Jaws' movies, going to be permanently turned
just when you think that it's safe off to panda bears because of the
to go back into civilization, they enormous publicity surrounding
show up again. The other day, I them.
Meanwhile, the recurring
went to the quarry for a quiet
afternoon of sun and fun. I was nightmare goes on. Nightly, I
peacefully lounging on a raft en- am chased through my dreams
joying the breeze and the gentle by a couple of overgrown rarocking of the waves. The water coons in a world gone mad.
Drake, though a teddy bear
turned the raft slowly around
providing me a scenic view of fanatic, sincerely hopes that she
the entire area. After dozing for never has to view a 15-mmute
15 minutes, I opened my eyes news segment on the pandas
and there they were on a huge ever again.
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Gun reform meaningless
NRA, gun lovers are effective at beating back handgun laws
haven't changed my views.
But after 25 years, even I
know a losing fight when I see
one. And if ever there was a
I loser, it's the campaign to ban
handguns or make it impossible
By Mike
for deranged people and criminRoyko
als to get them.
So, a couple of years ago, I decided to stop wasting my time
and this space on the subject.
It's not that handguns couldn't
be more effectively controlled.
It was so predictable. After a They could be. And it's not that
deranged Laurie Dann went on the majority of Americans don't
her shooting spree in Winnetka,
favor tighter controls. NuHI., the cry arose for gun con- merous polls say they do.
But as much as I loathe the
trols.
State legislators tried but National Rifle Association, the
failed to revive some old gun- gun lovers' lobbyists, I have to
control proposals. The anti-gun admire their skill at beating
organizations put out the call for back almost every genuine reaction. Angry letters appeared form of gun laws.
They use a simple but effecin newspapers. Disk jockeys
offered their profound thoughts. tive tactic: political intimidaEven a society columnist, horri- tion. They scare the heck out of
fied that something like this politicains, especially those in
could happen on the North small towns, rural areas, and
Shore, demanded to know when the Southern and Western states
where the NRA draws its
something should be done.
And my phone rang with calls biggest membership.
Any politician from these
from those who wanted to know
when I was going to write some- areas who dares stand up to the
NRA faces the threat of mail
thing about it.
As I explained to those callers, and phone campaigns and blocI didn't intend to write anything voting which could drive him or
her out of office.
about gun control.
One of them said: "But you
Since the top item on any poliused to always write about it.
Don't tell me you've change tician's agenda is to stay in office, few will crosss the NRA. So
your views!"
He was right. I've written when a proposed law comes up
about the need for effective gun for a vote in Congress or a state
laws on and off for about 25 legislature or a village council,
years, going back to when it all it takes is a few turns of the
wasn't a fashionable topic. And I screw from the NRA and the law

winds up dying in a committee
or being voted down.
Oh, they suffer occasional
minor defeats. Here and there, a
suburb will ban all guns, more
as a symbolic gesture than anything else. Certain high-powered
bullets or automatic weapons
will be outlawed.
And, as the Wall Street Journal recently pointed out, police
groups have finally wised up and
are now no longer chummy with
the NRA.
But basically, nothing really
changes. In the big city ghettos,
black and Hispanic gang members are blowing each other
away, as well as any innocent
bystanders in the line of fire.
And some of the gangs are better armed than the cops chasing
them.
In some states, you can go in
one store and buy a fifth of
booze, then go next door and
pick up a gun. I remmember
seeing a store's sign in a border
that said: "Beer, Wine, Ammo."
And a psycho like Laurie Dann
can go into a gun store in a Chicago suburb and buy a Dirty
Harry cannon as well as a couple of smaller backup pieces.
Even when the police began
worrying that someone like
Dann might be dangerous, they
had no way of getting the guns
away from her. All they could do
was ask, and her family said no.
But if you went to the NRA and
asked: "Look, do you really
think someone like Laurie Dann
should be able to just walk in

and buy a gun?" the answer
would be, yes, she should.
They believe that if you have
laws preventing a deranged person from buying a gun in or near
a big city, you somehow encroach on the right of a rancher
in Wyoming from owning a hunting rifle.
If we try to prevent 15-yearold street gangs from getting
Saturday Night Specials, the
NRA believes that we are preventing Americans form defending ourselves against an invasion by the Sandinistas,
And my guess is that if the
village boards of Winnetka and
other North Shore suburbs tried
to put in local no-gun laws, there
would be a large and vocal opposition saying: "Guns don't go in
schools and shoot kids, people
do."
Sure. Mentally ill people who
need only to plunk down the purchase price and fill out a few
meaningless forms.
But why should we be surprised that the NRA keeps on
winning?
We have a president who once
took a slug from a gun-toting
nut. He recovered nicely, but his
loyal press aide, Jim Brady,
caught a bullet in the head and
will be brain-damaged the rest
of his life.
And how does this president
feel about tougher gun laws
He's still loyal to the NRA.
Sorry about that, Brady, but
you should have ducked.

NY guests learn from people
going drinking with him tonight."
* ^^T^^H^r^^^^k

By
Mark
Thalman

/Jfeli^pfl
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Tommy the tourist from
Toledo doesn't take vacations
like the one I took to New York
City over Memorial Day weekend.
His itinerary includes a visit
to the Statue of Liberty, a show
at Radio City and a meal at
Tavern on the Green-all "attractions" allowing the Bermuda shorts clad, map totingTommy to say he has gotten his
piece of the Big Apple.
Tommy may liave tried to
take a bite out of the Apple but
what he doesn't understand is
that to really taste it you have to
bite right to the, sometimes rotten, core. He is still unnourished.
Knowing something about
New York means having a beer
at the Harlem Moon Bar, staying at the Times Square Hotel
where linen is $5 extra and cockroaches are free, and meeting
Eddie, a traffic cop who wears a
Miller jacket but drinks Budweiser.
Over Memorial Day Weekend,
three friends-Brad, Pat and
Tar-and I, tried to bite to the
core.
Brad had arrived in the city
two days before the rest of us
and spent a night sleeping on the
grass in a park.
"I spent a couple hours looking for a good bench but they
were all taken. I did make
friends with a bum named
Roger, though," he said. "We're

Our meeting with Roger was
still 12 hours away so we
checked into the Times Square
Hotel- This hotel is to luxury
what a frozen pot pie is to gracious dining. We made some
plans and picked an unusual
place to begin our exploration.
Harlem. It has always been
synonymous with danger, crime
and poverty in my mind. A place
you're not supposed to go. At 1
p.m. we boarded the graffiticovered subway car to venture
into the bowels of the ghetto.
We had heard the area started
getting bad at 129th St. and got
progressively worse until 150th
St. We got off at 137th.
I was apprehensive at first;
old stereotypes die hard. But, I
soon noticed an interesting
phenomenon. There we were,
lour white guys from Ohio, wandering through the worst part of
Harlem. There were cars that
looked like A.J. Foyt's worst
Indy nightmare, charred and
stripped, on all sides. Boardedup Buildings and garbage bags
spewing forth a mid-summer
stench dotted the landscape. But
the people, who stared a little at
first, smiled and said hi.
The stereotypes were wrong.
Harlem wasn^t no man's land.
We walked for a half an hour before we came across the Harlem
Moon Bar. A typical neighborhood joint, not too fancy, very
intimate. In one corner two buddies traded expletives, called
each other drunks and tipped a
couple more. There was a cat on
the bar.
We ordered four beers and
talked to a regular named Ollie
Davis. Ollie, a man of about 50
who was slightly balding and
had steely grey hair, said the
clientele there was generaly an
older crowd.

"We old fogies just drink here.
This place is clean, no drugs and
crack. That's really ruined a lot
of the clubs in the neighborhood."
Dusk was blanketing the city
when we left the bar and headed
back to Times Square. This
Cce at night was like "Let's
ke a Deal "for narcotics and
hot merchandise vendors. They
hailed us from all directions.
You guys want good reefer? I
Bot coke. Crack. Genuine Rolex.
ippers. Downers. Gucci. Hash.
We politely declined.
It was nearing 8p.m. when we
returned to the Times Square
Hotel. Roger was coming at 10
p.m. We got beers from a tiny
Greek dell, put them in paper
bags and sat on the heating
grate in front of the hotel to wait.
There were about five other
people on the sidewalk with us,
drinking out of paper bags. And
then there was Eddie.

times and we'd seen two fights
broken up by the cops.
At 1:35 a.m. I gave Eddie a
Budweiser. He accepted. You
don't give nothin' to nobody in
New York unless it's a beer for
Eddie.

Eddie was an off-duty traffic
cop with a small goatee pointed
at his chin who just enjoyed
coming down to the Square to
watch the people. He took a liking to us. It was nearing 9:30
p.m. when Eddie started giving
us his views on life in the Apple.
"I like New York but there's a
lot of people in this town that
want a handout," he said. "People all over this place don't work
and want your money but
anyone can get a job if they want
to.*'
His main words of wisdom.
"You don't give nothin to nobody in New York!"
The Everest-like pile of empty
beer cans in paper bags beside
us marked the passing hours.
Ten o'clock came and went with
no sign of Roger.
By 1:30 a.m. everyone's vision
was getting cloudy. The prostitute across the street had gone
in and out of the hotel three

The BG News editorial
Siage is your campus
orum.
Letters to the editor
should be a maximum of
200-300 words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and signed.
Address or OCMB number,
and telephone number,
must be included, although
telephone numbers will not
be published.

Then I realized it. Eddie,
Roger, Ollie, the prostitute
across the street, the guy dealing Rolex watches from the top
of a cardboard box are more a
part of New York than any statue could ever be.
It was nearing 2:00 a.m. when
Brad brought something to
everyone's attention.
"Hey guys," he said. "We got
stiffed by a bum. Roger didn't
show." Only in New York.

Respond

The News reserves the
right to reject any material that is offensive, malicious or libelous. All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
211 West Hall
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Students
arrive
Rallies add spice to Friday
for Boys State

by Kraig Pyer
managing editor

If your Friday afternoons
have become routine and monotonous so far this summer,
don't despair. A pleasant
change of pace is only a short
drive away.
You can add a little spice to
your Fridays by attending one
of the Rallies by the River in
downtown Toledo. Every Friday through September 16
from 4:30 to 7:30 p.m., CitiFest
Inc. will be organizing a Rally
by the River in Promenade
Park next to the Portside Festival Marketplace.
Featured at each of the rallies is live entertainment, food
and beverages. According to
Lisa Metzger, special events
manager for CitiFest, each Rally is sponsored by a different
greater Toledo non-profit organization.
"Basically what we're loooking for is one. that the organization be a charitable organization and two, that the funds
generated from the rally be
brought back into the community either by the services they
provide or the programs that
are being implemented by the
funds," Metzger said.
To sponsor a Rally the organization must have at least 200
volunteers to work at the Rally. Some of the duties of the
volunteers include security,
selling beer, selling beer tickets, checking I.D.'s, setting up,
cleaning up and generating en-

by Brian Crowe
staff reporter

BG News/Kralg Pyer
Toledo's Rallies by the River are for people of all ages, colors, sexes and sizes. These people enjoy an
afternoon of dancing at the Rally.

thusiasm.
All the hard work pays off for
the volunteers and their organizations though. "A Rally is the
quickest way for a charitable
organization to make money in
the shortest amount of time,"
she said. This is evident in the
actual dollars raised. "A Rally
can make any where from
$2,000 to $42,000 in a three hour
period," she said. According to
Metzger, the weather and the
particular weekend are the
major variables in whether the
Rally is a success or not.
Some changes have been

made at the Rallies this year.
In past years, beer was sold for
$1 and people could purchase
as many beers as they wished.
Now, only two beers can be
purchased at a time by any one
Krson and the cost is $1.50 per
er. These rules were implemented to eliminate any possible problems with minors getting alcohol from their friends
or people drinking excessively.
According to Metzger, these
changes came about to prevent
any possible major incident
that might keep the Rallies
from continuing. "We hope to

maintain the longevity of the
event by implementing these
new rules, so far they've gone
over very well and we hope to
continue the Rallies into the
forseeable future," she said.
A new event that CitiFest is
involved with this summer is a
free outdoor movie series that
premiers tonight. Every Wednesday through August 17 at
9:30p.m., CitiFest will present
a different movie at the Festival Stage in Promenade
Park. The movie is free and
open to the public.

SPAGHETTI^

Buckeye Boys State will be here this weekend.
This year's program will run from June 11 to June 19, according to
Bill Welch, Boys State director.
"The goal of Buckeye Boys State is to teach younger men, aged 16
to 17, the workings of state government through practical, hands-on
experience," Welch said.
The program features a variety of speakers at all levels of state
government. On Saturday, June 11, State House Representative
Randall Gardner will start the week with an opening address to the
Boy Staters.
Former Boys-staters, Larry Smith and Francis Gibson, will speak
to the participants Sunday, June 12. Smith graduated from the University and is the head coach at the University of Southern California. Gibson graduated from West Point and has had a career in the
military.
Monday, the Ohio Secretary of State, Sherrod Brown will speak to
the Boys Staters and the Chief Justice of the Ohio Supreme Court,
Thomas Moyer will speak to the assembly on Tuesday.
Ohio Govenor Richard Celeste will speak on Wednesday and the
Air Force Band will also be performing. On Thursday, the State
Treasurer, Mary Ellen Withrow, and the State Auditor, Thomas
Ferguson, will both speak to the assembly.
Ohio Attorney General, Anthony Celebreeze, and the American
Legions national security chairman, Roger Munson will address
Boys State on Friday.
Saturday, Roger Warfal, the American Legion's State oratorical
champion, and Father John Kempf will be speaking to the assembly.
United States Congressmen, Michael Oxley will be addressing the
Sunday, graduation ceremony.
Welch said because elevator renovations are being made in Offenhauer Towers, about 1,400 participants will be housed in the Kreischer and Harshman Quadrangles.

Plants
D Continued from page 1.
have also donated money or
plant cuttings. One such donor,

Walter Ferrell, part owner of
the new Sam B's restaurant on
South Main Street, donated a
cutting from a cutting he had
received from the greenhouse
about eight years ago.

I COUPON

COUPON

I
■ $1 °° off Footlongs or Regular Size Salads

ALL YOU CAN EAT

3teSWs48mator

I

353-0204

3UB^uW*
Sandwiches A Salads

WOODLAND
MALL

WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR FALL
Hurry - Don't Miss Out H
Apartments Going Fast
■.'.• One and two bedroom apartments, furnished and unfurnished
Heat, Water, and Trash removal all included
■.'. Full-time Maintenance
Swimming Pools
v.- Close to Grocery Stores, Shopping, and Banks
-.'.- Special Summer Rates
3 Locations
a Palmer Avenue a South Summit St. a Napoleon Road
Office; 400 Napoleon Pd. 352-9135
Mon.-Fri. 9-5
Safurdays 10-3

CAMPUS POLLV6V6S
Is
Your Summer House of Fun!
* F—luring lh» following Drill:
Toby (England)
Michelob Dark
OM Milwaukee

WEDNESDAY NIGHT

Lite
Budweiser

Live entertainment from
the
SEX BEATLES
10:30 pm - 1:00 am

* over 60 brands ol Imports

$1.00 OFF Any Big Salad
Chef • Vegetarian • Taco

SUNDAY NIGHT

Campus Pollueues

Amateur Night
Stand-up comics, singers, whatever! Prizes for all contestants.
10:30 pm - 1:00 am

Free Delivery

352-9638
expires 6/15/88

$1.00 OFF Any Big Sub
Campus Pollueues

CAMPUS
POLLV€V€S

Free Delivery
352-9638
expires 6/15/88

440 E. Court St.
Open 11:00 am - 2:00 am
Sun- Wed
1 1 00 am - 3:00 am
Thurs - Sat

Reg. 10" Pan Pizza with
any one item
$3.50
ro —
Campus Pollueues
Free Delivery 352-9638
expires 6/15/88

362-9638
Mondays
11-4
ChMM fevK*

Tuesdays
11-4
1 Trip to StMd Bar

'1.M ""■*

Wednesdays
11-9
Spaon*nf>ra»r

1-M "»**■.

Thursdays
11-B
■teg CoMSuO
1M norm.
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Weather
a Continued from page 1.
an inch of rain before things turn
around. Usually substantial
rains come in downpours, which
isn't really good.
"What we really need is rain
in one inch increments, a rain
that will soak into the ground,"
he said.
Robert Koopmeiner, meterologist for the National Weather
Service in Toledo, said northwest Ohio is currently about 5
1/2 inches below normal rainfall for the year, after last
Thursday's rainfall.
He also said the average temperature in May was not that far
above normal, with the average
temperature being about 61 degrees.
"I don't think the lack of rain
has been that severe — it just so
happens this is the time we need
it the most," Koopmeiner said.
Previous year's lack of water
is also the cause of the lack of
moisture for crops, according to
a local farmer.
"This has been coming on for

three years now," Doug Sieple
said. "The water table is low.
Wood County is 11 inches below
normal since last October. The
water table has been going down
for the last three years. "Hot
temperatures and low humidity
pulls the moisture out of the
soil," he said. "All the rain
fronts are dissipated before they
have a chance to fall. What we
really need is a rain from the
east, over the lakes, to give us
some moisture or a hurricane or
tropical storm in the Gulf (of
Mexico). A front like that would
get us rain, but then someone
else will get hurt."
Strawman said the lack of rain
has been on a lot of farmers
minds, due to the extreme
amount of money a farmer invests in his crops.
"If a farmer spends a lot of
money on his inputs (fertilizer,
chemicals, seed and fuels) and
there's no rain, he's not going to
be able to repay his operating
costs," he said.
When a farmer has a bad
year, the PCA examines the

farmer's financial situation and
decides whether or not to extend
a farmer's loan the following
year.
"The prospects of making losses back the following year
would be good," he said. "Operaters in strong financial positions will have nothing to worry
about. (On the other hand,) a
fanner who is really leveraged
(has a lot of mortgages on nis
property) may have to make a
decision to continue farming in
the future. He may decide to
only farm part time or to liquidate his assets.
"Every situation is individual," he said.
Sieple said it's hard to make
estimates about how bad the
damage is.
"No one knows for sure, but
we can estimate. I can say we
have been hurt, but I can't say
how much."
Haines said so far farmers
have been requesting aid mostly
for having and grazing of the
animals.
"Usually farmers get about
eight tons of hay per acre and
about four tons of that comes
from the first cutting. Now the
pastures are short and the hay is
short," he said.
Strawman said it is still too
early to tell, though.
"It's still early, and a lot of
things can happen. We are trying to stay optimistic," he said.

Main Street
U Continued from page 1.
over" $3000,000 by the time
renovations are completed. The expected date
of completion is August, in
time for fall enrollment at
the University, Cheadle
said.
"Downtown seems to be
the really big thing to rent
for college students," he
said.
He added, however, that
leasing of the apartments
would be geared toward
graduate students and
"young professional peoEle who would like to live in
iwn."
Cheadle said he believes
the front apartments,
which look directly toward
Sundance Restaurant on
the east side of Main St.,
will provide an "interesting view" for students.
The old building offers
some unique features for
apartments, including high
vaulted ceilings and tall
windows. Both features
are remnants of when the
building held a theater on
the third floor, "some
years ago," Cheadle said.

BG News/Kralg Pyer
The old Main Street Bar is being renovated and will house 10 small
apartments when completed. Renovations are scheduled to be
completed by the start of the fall semester.

SUMMER
IS HERE
SWEATERS
SWEATS

" DiBenedetto's "

SLACKS

Presents

An Olympic Event

SKIRTS

2 Marathon Subs

SHORTS

*

DRESSES
ACCESSORIES

TOLEDO. OHIO
Franklin Park Mall

... and MUCH MORE

Ham, Salami, Turkey, Swiss, Provolone Cheese
plus all the garnishes

$

5.99

Portside

THE BEAST FROM THE EAST IS
DEALING A SUPER SPECIAL

GOOD FOR IN HOUSE ONLY

12 minimum/bleu chz & celery XTRA
2 to W everyday

x.cefrt sunday

on tap & in bottles

*
125 E. COURT • BOWLING GREEN, OHIO • 352-SPOT

WE GOT THE FAX
Don't buy a FAX machine,
Come use ours!
Our FAX unit electronically sends
printed graphic information to a unit at
another location, where a copy or
"facsimile" is produced. This unit
transmits over the same telephone
lines you use everyday.
^ tiff's
111 S. Main,
Bowling Green

PHONE 352-5762
FAX 419-352-9572

Get Two Regular 9-inch
"Marathon"
Subs for One Low Price!
No Subatttutiont EaptrM 8-20 88
Not v»*d wttti my othM oflw Or* ooupon p«f cutlom*r

FREE ALL-DAY DELIVERY 352-4663

V—■ Sub-Me-Quick „„./
Annette Dewar
formerly of the Arrangement
Now at the

HAIR
- GALLERY
PERM SPECIAL
$30°°
for the month of June. Make
your appointment before the month's over.
352-HAIR

143 E. Wooster

Buy a pai r of bifocal eye glasses
and a pair of reading glasses
all at one low price. Choose
from our wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or
scratch coated plastic lenses, and
round or flat top 25mm bifocals.
Oversize, high power, tinted,
photochromatlc and specialty
bifocals and trifocals are priced
slightly higher. Please note that
eye examinations are priced
separately and Insurance programs cover only one pair of
glasses.

You must be completely
satisfied or we will
return your money.
Offer expires 7/5/88.

$3488
For Both Pjdrs

woodland moll

Bowi.ng G'een

Kentucky Fried Chicken

10% OFF
your $2.00 or more purchase
with a valid
BGSU I.D.
1020 N. Main, B.G.
352-2061

Bowling &een

I955 S. Reynolds
382-2020

3153 W. Sylvania
472-1113
• BwfcftfiDn Opkcal / ITTM

Stadium Plaza
352-2533

Tom Hanks in
"BIG"

354.

WILLOW

PG

PG

DAILY 1:00 3:20
6:50 9:20

CROCODILE
DUNDEE II PG
DAILY 1:15 3:30
7:00 9:35

DAILY 1:00 3:25
6:45 9:15

RAMBO III

R

DAILY 1:10 3:35
7:05 9:45

Chevy Chase In
"FUNNY FARM" PG
DAILY 1:20 3:20
7:15 9:30

Call-ins welcome
Convenient Drive-Thru
"We do Chicken Right"

Burlington Optical

Cinema

MATINEES - EVERY SATURDAY & SUNDAY
LATE SHOWS - EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY
CALL FOR MOVIES & TIMES
MOVIE SCHEDULE WILL CHANGE
.EVERY FRIDAY - PLEASE CALL AHEAD
OF TIME FOR MOVIES & TIMES

Sports
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The L.A. experience can be quite a trip
by Tom Reed
sports columnist

Prior to exiting the plane, I
pause and savor the final moments of air conditioning. I gaze
outside at the inferno which
awaits.
Now I know how microwave
popcorn feels lust before the
door slams behind it. I walk off
the plane at Los Angeles International. I begin to sweat. It is 91
degrees at 10:30 a.m.
Just two days earlier I sat in
the BG News office revelling in
the fact I had nothing to do. Next
thing I know, I'm on assignment
in L.A...
"I want you to go to L.A. and
do a story on those chic Lakers'
tans," said my editor. "See why
they're so different from ordinary fans."
I cringed.
"Sounds to me like you need
Robin Leach, not a hack sports
writer," I responded. "Why not
send our Lifestyle's Editor?
"He's still in Toledo covering
the arrival of the Pandas," she
said.
"They have been here for two

weeks!," I cried.
"Are you questioning my news
judgement?^' she said. "Besides, the TV stations are still
covering them. Hurry up or
you 'U miss your flight.
I love travel and will go anywhere willingly, except to places
with arid climates. I hate heat...
It is now 93 degrees at 11 a.m.
While in line for a Rent-A-Car, I
notice my name is right below
that of "S. MacKenzie" on the
wating list. "Nan, it couldn't
be," I tell myself.
A foreign car pulls up. Three
girls dance outside singing, "Go
Spuds go. Go Spuds go. The
pampered pooch pops into the
posh Porsche and peels out.
Moments later, a 1975 Ford
Pinto arrives. "Mr. Reed, your
car is ready."
Once on the road. I start thinking about my subject: Laker
fans. This lot is spoiled by
nature. They cheer for the ideal
team, in the ideal town, in the
ideal tropical climate. In Los
Angeles, it's allowed to rain only
once a week. It is a city ordinance.
Most sports fans go to a game,
hoping if they cheer loud

enough, their team will win.
Laker fans know their team will
win even if no one cheers. The
Lakers are that good. L.A. folks
go to games because they want
to be part of 'Showtime." The
commoners delight in rubbing
elbows with all the movie stars.
My mind is suddenly brought
back to driving. I am doing 80
mph on the the Santa Monica
Freeway and getting passed by
everyone. The road is tilled with
foreign sports cars. Each takes
Sy in cutting me off. Not a cop
sight. Where is Erik Estrada
when you need him?
I pull into the hotel, which
doubles as the media center. I
tell the receptionist I am here to
interview L.A. fans. She smiles
and assigns me an interpreter.
"What Uhe for? "I ask.
"If you're from out of state,
you'll need him. Trust me." she
says.
I shake my head and leave in
search of Laker fans. It is 94 degrees at 1:30 p.m. While walking
down Ventura Blvd., I spot a
young woman wearing a Lakers
shirt. "What do you think about
Magic Johnson? I ask.
"Totally, bitchen," she an-

swers.
I look at my sidekick for help.
"She said she thinks he's swell"
the kid replies...
We drive to Venice Beach. All
I see is muscle. The men are
huge, the women are huge. The
fruits they eat are huge. I grab
an orange, the size of a shot put.
My sidekick looks at me, "it's
probably on steroids," he says.
In the park, we see hordes of
people engaged in recreation,
kids on skateboards, followed
by old women on rollar skates.
Just watching makes me sweat.
Did I mention how hot it is?
After a nap, I drive to the
Forum. It's Game 1 of the NBA
finals, Detroit vs. L.A. Everyone
looks like they're walking out of
GQ Magazine. I ask a man,
"who's going to win? "
"It sure am't gonna be you,"
he replied. "You need some new
threads. In L.A., the Lakers are
fine, but fashion is our passion."
No one is wearing jeans or
socks. Everyone is wearing a
Rolex and sunglasses. Every
guy looks like Don Johnson.
Every woman glitters with gold.
All the fans swoon around the
limos as they drop off the stars.

352-4497

352-9814

Any of our fresh and delicious subs.

All Sales Final — No Exchanges

Limit two per customer.
Not valid with any other
coupons. Good at participating
locations.

1988 IC€ RR€NR SUMM€R PROGRAMS

Summer Hrs.
10:00 to 5:00
MWTFS
Tues tlH 8 pm

We Care

We Care

Something for Everyone

OL Ponder Puff
525 Ridge St.
We Care

Join the

July 6 - August 23
Wednesday 8:00-10:00 pm •

June 15, 29
July 13. 27
August 10

Session I - June 13-29 (Mon. a Wed night)
Session II - July 6-25 (Mon. & Wed night)
Beginning Child
7:00-7:30 pm
Intermediate
7:30-8:00 pm
Advanced & Adults
8:00-8:30 pm
Additional sessions offered il demand warrants

SLCVPUCK HOCKEY LEAGUE:

Begins week ol June 13 - Teams and Individual entry now being accepted

SUMMER SKATING SCHOOL:

(8 weeks) June 6-July 15 and August 8-10
Test Session - July 15-16

SUMMER HOCKEY SCHOOL:

(Ages 10-17) Three one-week sessions - July 17-August 5
Under the direction of BGSU Head Coach. Jerry York.

SUMMER EVENING HOCKEY SCHOOL:

(Agea 7-8-9) Nine 90-mmute sessions - June 23 July 14

Visa
Mastercard
Welcome

We Care

WE

We Care

We Care

Team!

BE A PRE-REGISTRATION VOLUNT ER JULY I -29

CHEAP SKATE ($125 admission lor everyone / plus skate rental)
Wednesday 8:00-10:00 pm - June 8. 22
July 8, 20
August 3. 17
GROUP SKATING LESSONS:

WE'RE FIGHTING FORVOUR LIFE

Price or Less

1.00 OFF

PUBLIC SKATING SESSIONS:

American Heart
Association
tf

Entire Stock
Now

FREE DELIVERY AVAILABLE
STORE HOURS:
Sun.-Thur*. 10 AM-1AM
Fit -Sat
10 AM^-3 AM
DELIVERY 11-a.4-CI.Ot*

$

HOT or COLD

ture has cooled to 87. Just as I
am about to write off the entire
trip as a waste, I spot Magic
coming from the locker room.
I'm certain he can give me the
answers I need.
"Why are our fans this like
this? Simple, it's the L.A. Way,"
Magic says. "Yes we're flashy,
but that's what 'Showtime' is all
about. Where you from, anyway?"
Bowling Green," I say. "It's
near Toledo."
"Is that right?," he asks.
"Heck, if I didn't have to play I
would've been in Toledo, tonight."
Why?
"Put it this way, L.A. may
have the Lakers, but Toledo has
got the Pandas."
Well, ain't that bitchen.

Going Out of Business
LIQUIDATION SALE CONTINUES

DEXTER'S BOWLING GREEN
510 EAST WOOSTER

FREE DELIVERY

Tatum O'Neal is with John
McEnroe, Marvelous Marvin
with Whitney Houston and Spuds
shows up with Benji.
But do the stars really know
anything about the Lakers?
Jack Nicholson can rattle off
rosters from the last 18 years.
Same goes for Chevy Chase.
After that, though, the basketball IQ drops quite a bit.
Cheech and Chong sit in the
second row and heckle some of
the patrons. "Hey, man let me
see that bag," Cheech says.
"Oh, that's some strong stuff.
Man, look at that stem, where's
that dog. Hey, Spuds for all you
do this Dud's for you. Hey give
me that lighter, man. What's
wrong with your mind? " I
shake my head in disbelief.
On the court, Dandn' Barry
wows the audience during time
outs. Magic is smiling, so are the
vendors. As for the Laker cheerleaders, they're not allowed to
stop smiling. City ordinance.
Late in the same, the Pistons
make a run at the Lakers, but
few remain to see it. Marvin and
Whitney have split. Spuds and
Benji decided to do sushi.
It is 11:05 p.m., the tempera-

• Greeter

Evening Entertainment Usher

• Tour Guide

We Care Booth Staff Person

• Discussion Facilitator

Display Host

Work as many hours as you like.
Compensation includes a meal for each day worked.
Applications Available: 405 Student Services Building
Deadline: June 20, 5 p.m.

ICE ARENA LOUNGE: Available lor parties, receptions, or other special events
Registration for all programs Is now underway. For additional Information call 372-2264.
- The let Annt will b» cloud Monday, July 4. We Care

We Care

We Care

We Care

We Care

We Care

We Care

Youth Fun & Fitness
Sign-Ups
Begin
Monday, June 6
in the

SW€€T W€DN€SDRY ! !!
ot
l<*ri

Join us TODflV for POPSICL6S
11:30 am
Off Campus Student Center Courtyard

Next Week - LUotermelonl

b

Student Recreation Center
Main Office

First Session
Grades 1-3 M & W June 20-July 6
' Grades 4-6 T & Th June 21-July 7

Second Session
Grades 1-3 T & Th July 19-August 4
Grades 4-6 M & W July 18-August 3

WEEK-END TRIPS
Hally-by-th«-«lv»r
Jim* 17 S3
- van leaves Union at 4:00 pm
- price covers transportation
- sign up in the UAO Office through June 16
C«dar Point
25 SIS
- van leaves Union at 8:30 am
- price covers transporation and admission to mam park (not Soak City)
- sign up in the UAO Office through June 24
JUIM

$20.00 - Members
<B<««O-

$30.00 - Non-Members I

lOOOOOOOOOOOOOaX* o OO»»O«J»»»«*»X

THE
OUTING
CENTER...
Fill all your summer
equipment needs with
low-cost rentals from
UAO! Call 2-2343 for
more details.

Classifieds
CAMPUS 4 CITY EVENTS
SENIORS
IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN AUGUST
13. 1988 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES
YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE
PLACED BY JULY 1. 1988 PLEASE PLACE
YOUR ORDER AT THE OFT COUNTER IN THE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY PHONING
372-2851 IF YOUR ORDER IS PHONED IN.
YOU WILL NEEO TO KNOW YOUR CAP SIZE
Show your pride m BGSUJoin Hie WE CARE Teaml
BeePre-Reg Volumes' July 5-29
Appecaions avertable 405 Student Services
Building Dear** June 20. 5 p.m.

6

A to Z Data Center
Helping you meet si your typing needs
148S Mam 352-6042

ATTENTION"
Are you sick and Wed
ol paying outrageoue prices lor
your Dooka and sometimes not
even gelling he* back on me resale?

Attention ALL GREEK WOMEN
Any women who would be Interested In
helping with pre-registration this summer
please contact Saty at 352-5210. Chrys at
363-6718 or the Greek Ue Ottloe at
372-2151. We would realty appreciate your
help in supporting Ifie Greek System'
The Panheeenic Council

CALL
NATIONALBOOKTRADERSASSN (NBA
NOW!
364-8318
We want to help you save money'1

TVPING SERVICES for all types of papers
tackxtoQ dttMrtatior* using
Xerox Mernorywf iter
352-3987 (tomea m 9pm.

Jom the WE CARE Teem!
Be a Pre-Reg. volunteer July 6-29: greater,
tour guide, dtacuseion tBcaftetor. evening entertainment usher, diepiey host or We Care booth
stall person Into sheets eve—Bis 406 Student Servloea. Deadene: June 20. 6 p m

SERVICES OFFERED

TONIGHT
and every Wednesday night
Canadian Bottled Beer Night
at the Brathaue
Mokson. Mooeenead. UBatt's.
Cincl, O'Keefe etc

Need some typing done?
Dodd's Data t Word Processing Service
473-1572

Taylor Olds-Cadillac has

a used car built just
for you!

WANTED

To write in Ines is mighty tine
For viapirBtton I need some time
To tea ol He la the greeteet |oy
Unas ol verse, they're the best envoy

PERSONALS

Abortion, morning after treatment
Proud lo be pro ■ c hotce
Center for Choice II. Totedo.O 255-7769

THE DEADLINE FOR SUMMER SESSION I HTRAMURAL SPORT ENTRIES HAS BEEN EXTENDED untd Monday. June 13, 12 noon In
106 Student Rec Center. Sports ottered this
summer Include men's, women's and coed
sortbai and tennis, coed voleybal. and men's
and women's god Gel your teem together
NOW!
SUMMER OFFICE HOURS
MONDAY. g:00 A M - 12:30 P.M.
TUESDAY,g:00AM -12:30P.M.
WEDNESOAY - CLOSED
THURSDAY. 9:00 AM -12:30PM.
FRDAY. g:00 A M -11:30 A.M.
10B STUDENT RECREATION CENTER
372-2464 OR 372-2660

Oh God haa my writing turned prc*«c
I lust wish I could M mors specitic
Whet la a poet's •motion? I have no notion.
But when It cornea, It's eke an explosion.
OuadraPs
You could be the French Quarter "Swvnsurf
Sweetheart" Call 874-3111 exi 7426 lo enter 10 weeka ol competition nek) during Vie
Hotoay Inn French Quarter Beech Party No entry tee • Iota ol prizes. Must be igyeersoldor
older to enter

Young prole
I lei ■M eekmg roommate
to share expenses: eel after 6 pm. ask lor
Lynns 364-3251

Can you buy Jeepe, Cars, 4 X 4a seized In
drug rakta lor under $100 00? Cal lor facts today 802-837-3401 Ext 299

HELP WANTED

For Sale: 78 Toyota Ceece; $100 Good lor
pans or repair. Good tires Cel 353-2188
momlnge or evenings.

,

00

Quiet Atmosphere. 1 & 2 Sem. Leases 340

Planned
Parenthood

mo.

1983 OLDS TORANADO
2 dr , moroon
1983 BUICK LESABRE
Estale Wgn.. 6 passenger
1981 CHEVROLET CAPRICE
4d'., well-equipped

353-0005

Want high scores on the MC AT,
LSAT. GMAT. DAT. or GRE^ Kaplans
'Earty Bird' classes will prepare
you and leave you plenty of summer So while the pressuresoff.
why not put your free time to
advantage7 A scoring advantage
Enroll today After all. everyone
knows what the early bird gets

STaNirr H KAPLAN IDIKATIONAl ONTilLIB.

Call Today for
Class Schedules 5363701, 3450 W. Central,
Suite 322, Toledo.

TMLQR

Pirtchullna School

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.

■ review

only at

Do it once.

.

Do it right.
And never
do it again.

free
delivery

FREE PREVIEW CLASS
Tues., June 7 6-8 p.m.
The Hlllcrest Hotel
241 teth St.. Toledo

CALL: 1-800-262-2899

J

NO COVER

Located at Cherrywood Health Spa

Sex Beatles

Housing Openings for Fall
HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT - 8TH & HIGH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE 650 SIXTH ST.
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN
6TH AND 7TH
707 SIXTH ST.
818 SEVENTH ST.

l.-.iinr.-,

Thursday

2 bedroom i^ baihs
Furnished wjll to wall carpeisig
Kxir.ilarse rtosets- Inenclosei
Gas heal and cooking
Launar}

MMIIOB

Almost Blue

hbuMhg

Paw area - anils available
sound-condmoned mienor

Friday & Saturday

ASA" ABOUT OUR NEW APARTMENTS ON MERCER ROAD
Special Features
All residents will be granted membership to the newly remodeled Health Spa: a facility that
leatures the loeowing
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool
• Indoor Heated Pool

• Sun Lamps
• Metos Sauna

• Shower Massage
• Complete Exercise Facilities
and Equipment

MARK'S
pizza pub

352-3551

IT'S EASY WITH US!

210 N. MAUN

Monday-Friday

15199 Grove Rd
Garrettevllle, Ohio 44231

$5.00

PASS ALL PARTS

835 High St. - Rental Office

9:00-4:30

216-54»-4511

Large 1-item Pizza for

HOWARD'S club H

ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '88 WITH

Phone 352-9378

SKYDIVING

CPA EXAM
Distributor ot
Nature Sunshine's
products including the
Herbal Trim 8ody Wrap
We also have
Diet land-Aids,
Ultimate Systems Products
and much, much more1
- Stop in and see us -

atom.
And you're
si ill smoking?

conviser-mHIer

HERB'S & VITAMIN
SHOP

1KAPLAN

1980 CHRYSLER LEBARON
ESTATE
wgn., only 45,000 miles

Hydrogen

Cleveland Sport

THE ULTIMATE IN COLLEGE LIVING

Kaplan
"EariyBira" Classes
Take One And
Fly High On Test Day

1984 OLDS CUTLASS SUPREME
1 dr., V-6 buaets. tilt, cruise

iou re
smart enough
lo calculate
the size of a

STUDENT TRAINING WRITE OR CAU. COLLECT FOR FREE BROCHURE
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

Qble & Free HBO. PHONE: 354-3182 OR 352-1520.

1984 BUICK CENTURY
4 dr, maroor

To Sublet 1 bdrm turn apt on 2nd St. 12 mo.
leaae begins Aug. IB $275.00 pkia uH Cal
Tina. 3548504

Garage Sale: 10-6 Friday and Sat Furniture.
books, household, rrsec Don't miss it 80S S
MamSt Park it rear

Furnished. All Utilities Paid, Including Color T.V.,

19SS PONTIAC GRAND AM
2 dr., loaded
1965 MERCURY MARQUIS
4 dr,, full power

Perrysburg Inn. 28054 St Rt 25 let I 47S)
Special student rate-$18 Phones, special
monthly, weekly A exam rales In-room movies.HBO Wateroeds 874-9383

la It True You Can Buy Jeepe for $44 through
the US government? Get the 'acts todayl Cal
1-312-742-1142EXI 1794

• IDEAL FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS •

354-3540

19SS OlDS '96 REGENCY
4 dr., well-equipped

354-8038 893-1081

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS

Fee adjusted to Income

IMS OLDS CUTLASS SUPREME
2 dr., leather, new tires

Jay-Mar Apertmenta
803 81 fi Eighth St
Summer A Fat Ben la* starting at
S355 a month. Furn. unlum. laundry .AC

Mental Ans books-Many titles Men's karate
unHorm-Dragon Brand Cal 354-2728

Confidential care

1986 BUICK CENTURY
4 dr , suver

Free room and board lor occeeMneJ bauyafWng.
Starting Fat Semester. Cel 352-2287

Looking tor pert-time work A only night times 8vaasble? Night time la the right lime at Henry
J's. Limned waitress, wallers A floor wefcer
openings lor energetic, honest A outgoing people. Apply at the only fun piece lo work - Henry
J's Wed -Sun after 8 pm. 1532 S Byrne In
the QJenbyme Shopping Center

FOR SALE

Free room 6 board in exchange lor babyeltting
ft cooking Need car. Home located In BO
Phone 352-1832

FOR RENT

HIHINO' Government lobe • your area
$15,000 ■ $88,000 Cal (502) 838-8885
Em. 4244.

One reaponaljle nonsmoking male rmte
needed to sublease en apt. with 3 others tor
68-89 school yesr Close lo campus. Cal Andy
or Tom at 363-3606 alter 1 pm

BIRTH
CONTROL

1987 PONTIAC GRAND AM
4 dr.. outo, air, vetour

Are you a "people' person?
II so, we're looking lor you to loin the We Cere
teaml Be e Pre-Heg. volunteer July 529 and
team commorHcaaOn alula and meet Iota ol
people Work as many hours as you Ike Com.
penaatlon Inckidee a meet lor each day worked
Into sheets available 405 Student Services
Deadens: June 20. 6 p.m.

June 8,1988

SEASONED Students
Compare Rent and Benefits
SPRING: Cool lawn to "layout" on
SUMMER: Hot deal - Low rent
FALL: Crisp trees create color
WINTER: Cold day - Short walk
Come see us,

MID-UN MANOR APARTMENTS
641 Third St., Manager - Apt. 4
352-4380

BAND UPDATES ON BG 5
HOWARD'S IS A DESGINATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT

Other Rentals — Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm. Furnished 4 Unfurnished

University
Graphic Arts Services

University Bookstore
(In The Student Services Building)
Student Services Building

PARKING

AIR CONDITIONING

New and Used
Textbooks
•SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE
•CHILDREN'S BOOKS
•BEST SELLERS
•PAPERBACKS
•STUDY AIDS
•MAGAZINES
•CALCULATORS
Master Card/Visa Accepted
Phone: 372-2851

BGSU CLOTHING
ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES
FILM & DEVELOPING
GREETING CARDS
BGSU IMPRINT ITEMS
HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
GIFTS

Store Hours: 7:30 to 5:00 MON - THUR
7:30 to 11:30 FRI

can

turn your terminal
into a
"typesetter"
» IBM PC or compatible users with Multimate
or Wordperfect software, or
• Macintosh Plus users with MacWrite or
Microsoft Word,
you can have files on your disks converted
into typeset quality work, simply and easily.

Call 372-7418
for further Information.

